Colleagues,

Here is the agenda for the CTSC meeting.

Collections & Technical Services Council  
March 25, 2008  
3-4:30, Room 1-360

Agenda

1. Web Oversight Committee. Krystal Lewis, Linda Naru, others? 30-45 minutes?
2. Content of the Catalog: follow-up of Steering Committee meeting.  
   See document. See minutes of Steering from Jessica.  
   Recommend action  
   Next steps
3. Space clearing – multiple projects
4. Implications for cataloging priorities
5. Google update? GoogleBook API

Meetings scheduled:
April 17, 1-2, Room 1-360
May 22, 1-2, Room 1-360
June 17, 1-2, Room 1-360

Documents for the meeting are on my website: http://www.uic.edu/~jbf/CTSC/
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